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As Native People Count CA was preparing to launch the “The 
Significance of the Census for American Indians in California” 
curriculum, the pandemic shifted the way our entire world 
functioned each day.

As we watched our communities come together to help 
those in need, it became even more important to ensure that 
ALL Californians are counted in the US Census to ensure that 
future funding and resources are more readily available. We 
celebrate the educators who conquered a great challenge of 
teaching remotely and ensuring that students had as much 
support as possible during quarantine. 

Native People Count CA in partnership with the National 
Indian Education Association recognize the immediate need 
for resources and digital curriculum. This guide demonstrates 
how to modify the “curriculum” designed for classroom use 
into valuable online learning opportunities.

About NPCCA Distance 
Learning Lesson Plan
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Activity The Impact of the US Census on American Indian Tribes in California
Aligned Standards RI.6-8.7- Utilizing and evaluating types of media

RI.6-8.9- Synthesizing Ideas or information across texts

Essential Question How does the US Census impact American Indian tribes in California?

Materials Digital: 2020 Census: What is the Census?   
(YouTube video by the US Census Bureau) 
 
Or

Print:  What is Census? flyer from NativePeopleCountCA.org

Census Tribal Impact  Infographic | Video 
(Infographic PDF & YouTube Video/NativePeopleCountCA.org)

Census 2020 Native Fact Sheet 
NativePeopleCountCA.org

(Optional) “We are Still Here”: Native Americans Fight to be Counted in US 
Census  The Guardian article adapted by Newsela.org
*Teachers will need to create a free account on Newsela to either download or 
digitally assign this article. The reading level can be adapted across multiple grade 
levels. There is also a reading quiz attached. 

Activity Guide Teachers: Using a digital learning platform, email, or other communication 
pathways, share the following process with students.  Each of these sources can 
be provided in print or digital format:

Students: Because of the global pandemic, the US Census self-response deadline 
has been extended to October 31, 2020.  This means that we have more time 
to help our family and community members be counted. However, the state of 
California is home to groups of people, such as American Indian tribes, who are 
typically misrepresented in the census.  

The goal of this activity is to answer the essential question: “How does the US 
Census impact American Indian tribes in California?” During this activity, you will 
engage with multiple sources and media types to be able to answer that question. 
(Teachers: List the selected sources here). 

To demonstrate your learning, you will choose one of the tasks listed below to 
submit. Remember to search for the meaning of words you are not familiar with 
and record your notes and questions as you learn. 

Distance Learning Lesson Plan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eq-FMB4epyw
https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.47/2z0.8ec.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/What-is-Census_Native-People-Count-CA-Flyer.pdf
https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.47/2z0.8ec.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Census-Tribal-Impact_Native-People-Count-CA.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDZfOaYGTVs
https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.47/2z0.8ec.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Native-Fact-Sheet_Native-People-Count-CA.pdf
https://newsela.com/read/native-americans-census/id/2001004535/
https://newsela.com/read/native-americans-census/id/2001004535/
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Activity The Impact of the US Census on American Indian Tribes in California
Task After engaging with all the sources, answer the question “How does the US 

Census impact American Indian tribes in California?” using one of the following 
formats. Be sure to use specific evidence from at least two sources and name the 
source each time you use the evidence. Submit one of the following: 
 
1. A 30-45 second video broadcast (such as a newscast, public service 
announcement, or presentation) 
2. A 30-45 second audio recording (such as a podcast or audio text message)
3. A 1-2 paragraph letter to the editor explaining why communities need to ensure 
tribes are counted (typed or handwritten) 
4. A presentation of 7-10 slides (Such as PowerPoint or Google Slides)

Remote Learning 
Tips

Many schools have digital communication apps learning platforms that offer 
avenues for students to submit work.  Here are a few recommendations for 
assigning this activity remotely:
• Provide specific directions for how students can submit their assignment.  Some 
students may not have easy access to digital platforms or even WiFi.  Provide 
opportunities for students to receive or submit their assignment through text, 
phone call, or even mail delivery.  Due to the increased pressure on families during 
this time, you may also want to provide flexible deadlines and grading. 
• For students with limited technology, this activity can be sent in smaller 
segments such as sharing the video or fliers through email or text messaging 
asking more source-specific questions. Students or families can also submit their 
work through text, email, or phone calls as well. 
• Ensure that student work is submitted through secured methods to ensure the 
safety of student identity. Also, consider acquiring parent permission before 
requiring students to use any communication or learning portals. (Remind is a 
popular and user-friendly app for school-to-home communication. Documents 
and images can also be shared. Most features are free, but parents will need to 
download the app and use a code provided by the teacher or school to connect.)
• If you or your school district utilize web conferencing platforms such as Zoom or 
Google Hangouts, host an optional discussion after students have engaged with 
sources or completed the activity to further their conversation on the impact of 
the census and how to support communities and tribes on completing the census. 

Additional 
Resources

Teachers: For more resources, visit the sites below: 
• For Resources and ToolKits for the California Census visit 
NativePeopleCountCA.org 
• For K-12 lesson plans and resources on the national census, visit 2020 
Census in the Classroom website from Census.gov 
• For additional lessons, resources, and digital learning recommendations, 
visit Digital Resources for Learning at Home by the National Indian Education 
Association (niea.org)

https://www.remind.com/
https://www.remind.com/
https://www.remind.com/
https://www.remind.com/
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What is the Census? from Census.gov: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Eq-FMB4epyw

What is Census? Flyer: https://secureservercdn.
net/198.71.233.47/2z0.8ec.myftpupload.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/02/What-is-Census_Native-People-Count-CA-Flyer.pdf 

Census 2020 Native Fact Sheet: https://secureservercdn.
net/198.71.233.47/2z0.8ec.myftpupload.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/02/Native-Fact-Sheet_Native-People-Count-CA.pdf 

Census Tribal Impact Infographic (PDF): https://secureservercdn.
net/198.71.233.47/2z0.8ec.myftpupload.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/02/Census-Tribal-Impact_Native-People-Count-CA.pdf 

Census Tribal Impact Infographic (Video):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDZfOaYGTVs

“We are Still Here” Newsela article https://newsela.com/read/native-
americans-census/id/2001004535/ 

Remind app information: https://www.remind.com/ 

Native People Count CA Resources & Toolkits:   https://
nativepeoplecountca.org/resources-downloads/ 

2020 Census in the Classroom by Census.gov: https://www.census.gov/
library/stories/2019/09/2020-census-in-the-classroom.html 

National Indian Education Digital Resource for Learning at Home: https://
www.niea.org/learning-at-home-resources 

Resource Links
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About Full Curriculum

About the Curriculum Framework
This lesson series follows an adaptation of the Inquiry Design Model (IDM), which uses the 
C3 Inquiry Arc and the C3 Framework Dimension Standards. This model takes a student-
centered and inquiry-based approach to teaching and learning. Following instructional 
front runners like Native Knowledge 360 who also utilize this learning model, NIEA values 
teacher knowledge and uses this framework to ignite curiosity and problem solving through 
access to recommend sources and questions without over guiding pedagogy.  Teachers are 
welcome to utilize this blueprint while also incorporating questions, tasks, and additional 
sources based on their student and community needs.

The Native People Count California Campaign partnered with 
the National Indian Education Association (NIEA) to develop 
curriculum mini-unit “The Significance of the Census for 
American Indians in California." The curriculum was designed 
to answer the question “Why is the 2020 Census significant 
to American Indians in California?” 

Through three days of lessons, students engage in digital 
and text-based resources to understand the purpose of the 
Census, the impact a count or miscount has on American 
Indians in California, and how the Native Complete Count 
is directly related to the representation in public office. 
The launch of this series is critical as 2020 brings two 
significant national events: the census and a presidential 
election. At the conceptualization of this project, this lesson 
series was intended to be used in face-to-face learning in 
the classroom. However, because of the unprecedented 
pandemic of COVID-19, this series becomes even more 
significant as it contains digital access to resources and 
ready-made materials for teachers and students to enhance 
remote learning. 

With most schools currently utilizing online learning, these 
lessons will be immediately useful for all California educators 
and students. We encourage our educational stakeholders 
to use and adapt these materials to spread awareness of the 
importance of completing the census and ensuring our local 
American Indian communities are accurately counted and 
recognized. 

Access Full Curriculum at 
NativePeopleCountCA.org.
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